Pro, Con Arguments on State Propositions
lAEnt’CATION
bond,
Authorizes $270 million
addistaling $218 million for
colleges,
junior
state
isms to
Facilimisses. and universities.
mentally retardfor
care
ties to
ill, narcotics
ed and mentally
and forest
correctional
control.
fogighting are also included.
for highFOR. More facilities
to keep
needed
are
er education
pace with expanding population.
Bona would avoid excessive and
fair burden on taxpayers,
used
since facilities also will be
ts future generations.
AGAINST: California should
budgetreturn to pay-as-you-go
used
ing, with costly bond issues
ally for non -recurring capital
esgenditures. Bond issues’ nonedutstional provisions have been

guided more by what ia desirable than by what is absolutely
necessary.
ILEGISLATORs
Provides that legislators may
set their own salary by statute
not to exceed $11,250 annually,
which is one-half salary of Congressmen.
FOR: Tasks of legislators
have grown in recent years, but
their salaries have not Increased
since 1954. Legislative service
should not entail financial sacrifice. [letter salaries would induce more candidates.
AGAINST: Salary increases
cannot guarantee better legislators. Current salaries are in
line with those in other states
and relief of legislators’ workload is more needed at this
time.

2-5.ETS’ HOUSING
Includes veteran -owned cooperative housing units In types
of property qualifying for $1,000
exemption from property taxes
granted to veterans, if occupied
under "occupancy agreement’’
by a qualified veteran who has
an interest in the corporation
or trust.
FOR: Would remove present
discrimination against otherwise
qualified veterans who live in
cooperative dwelling units
rather than single family homes.
AGAINST: Would lead to proposals for other groups. Would
remove some 14,000 additional
dwelling units from local tax
rolls. Discriminates against other veterans who do not qualify.
3VETS’ EXEMPTION
Provides that veterans, to be

Spattan

eligible for $1,000 property tax
exemption, must be residents of
California at time of entry into
armed forces or on operative
date of this amendment. Extends exempt Mn to widowers,
widowed mothers or pensioned
fathers, as well as widows of
qualified veterans. Exemption is
denied survivors owning property assessed at more than $10,000, instead of $5,000.
FOR: Would confine $10.000
exemption to veterans entering
the service from California and
to those who are state residents
as of November. 1962. Extends
same benefits now granted wives
of veterans to husbands.
AGAINST: Extends benefits
injudiciously to survivors of
veterans rather than to veterans
((’ontirmed on rage 2)

_
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Recreation
Swap Shop
Runs Today
The sixth annual "Fieldwork
Swap Shop," sponsored by the
Recreation Department, will be
held today from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30
pm. in cafeteria rooms A and B.
The Swap Shop offers present
AM prospective fieldwork students
the opportunity to exchange ideas
with agency supervisors from the
professional field and the recreation department faculty.
Dr. Charles C. Coffey, professor
of secondary education, will address a "no host" luncheon at
11:30 on "Making the Most of
Supervision."
Guests have been invited from
the armed forces, correctional institutions, Palo Alto Veteran’s
Hospital, municipal lecreation departments and Boys’ Clubs of
America.

First Workshop
For Cheer Hopefuls
Begins Tonight at 7
The
to a series of five
mandatory workshops for students
interested in trying out for SJS
yell leader will be held tonight
at 7-9 p.m. in MG206, Kathy Lynes,
Rally Cominittee publieity chairman, annotinred yesterday.
The workhrips will be held on
Tuesday and Thursday nights on
November 6. 8, 13, 15 and 20.
Actual tryouts for yell leader
openinits will be held on Novemher 22.
Applisants will be indeed on how
sell they have learned the yell
leading routines, ability to perform
With enthusiasm and over-all
aprearance.
Students chosen as yell leaders
will 10-J11 their term of office during the basketball
season and will
serve until the end of
the 1963
faohall season.
Panuirenients for yell leader are
a 2.25 ,s rr.,11 and a 2.0 during
the
Previou
,rster. Applicants must
he St I,
second semester students :,,

Women Students
To Plan Dance

Platt. 1,11’ a Thanksgiving dance
Nov. 30 and selection of
a
,ntative to the Orientation renreCorntire items for review at
l"lay’s AWS meeting. This week’s
Lsthering will Ile at 3:30 in the
’,omen’s lounge of the Student
rnicin
The women will
also decide if
this will go
Christmas caroling
this year.
Entertainment at this afternoon’s fleeting will be provided
by
the Chi Omega Dull Skulls and
mgrs.. and cookies
will he served.
AWS President
Sue Curia urges
women to bring
their own cups and
leave them in
the lounge for further meetings.
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Grad Student Program
To Be Told Tomorrow
Tomorrow evening’s graduate
study meeting in Concert Hall at
7:30, is designed to inform the
students of the possibility of graduate work both here and elsewhere, according to Dr. Harold
DeBey, assistant to the dean of
the graduate division.
"There are many fellowships and
scholarships available to graduate

Student Council
Finds Weak Link
Between Classes
The Sophomore Class met yesterday to determine what the official line of communication is between the class and the Student
Council.
Maurice Jourdants sophomore
class president, stated. "The line
is very thin and can’t be cut unles,
we try to give the class some
purpose."
The bulk of the meeting’s dissussion was devoted to determining
the purpose for class government
and to decide whether the etas,
should be a political, social, ar
abandoned group.
The members debated on a proposal to have Student Council
class representatives attend class
meetings. "This would make the
system a little more democratic
and give the class more power,"
voiced Steve Bassett. interclass
council representative.
Jourdane pointed out. "A major
revision to the constitution would
be the only way to change the
present situation."
A committee was selected consisting of the executive members
and three members -at -large to discuss the desired changes. Its conclu.sions will he outlined at the
next class meeting.

Nixon Wins
Dorm Poll
355- 199

St.
"If they don’t have a ride," he
said, "they should meet lit the College Union from 2-5 p.m. and we
will have cars sent for pickup. All
those pat ticipating are invited to
the post-elertion party at the DE,
Ann," Birchard said.
For more Information, students
may phone Al Alves headquarters
CY 3-5203.

The lengthy ballot also includes
..aces for six other state-wide of icon, 100 scats in the legislature
ond 25 ballot propositions.
A post that normally produces
Tile f iressorks, the nonpartisan
’f lice of superintendent of public
NIXON
has aroused more
... challenger .nstrict ion,
riorrunotion this year than any
other race except the Brown -Nixton contest.
1 Dr. Max Rafferty, former suIperintendent at the La Canada
School District, is opposing Dr.
Ralph Richardson. ex -president of
the Los Angeles Board of Education, in a fight to succeed Dr.
Roy E. Simpson, who is retiring.
Although party affiliation is not
supposed to be a factor. Richardson has made no secret of the fact
I
Two student community amhas- that he is a Democrat and Raf:sailors. one from India, the other ferty is an outspoken Republican.
Rounding rail the ticket are
from Norway, are scheduled to
visit the SJS campus tomorrow these contests:
and will speak in Cafeteria Rooms, Lieutenant governor , Incumbent Glenn M. Anderson, a DemoA and B at 10:30 a.m.
crat. against Mayor George ChrisSponsored by the Intercultural
San Francisco. a Reea. n.f
o
i
Council, the students will speak i,7Pihhhel
Attorney General: Incumbent
briefly and then entertain questions
Stanley Mosk. Democrat, vs. Sufrom the audience.
perii)r Judge ’rum Coakley, ReBoth are participants in the experiment in International ComController Alan Cranston. the
rnunity Living program. They will
1>emorratie incumbent. against Aslx’visiting colleges soil universities
semblyman 13ruce V. Reagan, a
. in the Bay Area for eight days.
Republican.
Purpose of this program is to
Secretary of rotate: Frank M.
have representatives from one Jordan, the only GOP holder of
country visit another and to return a highus)staAtengteoftfeiscei,:mgaocinrsatt. Don
home with their impressions of the Rose.
foreign nation. Paul Lansingh, STE;
Treasurer’ Incumbent Democrat
husiness and industrial manage - Bert Betts vs. Assemblyman John
ment major, partivipated in the A. Busturud, Santa Rose Repub.
ecimmunity- ambassador program as
a representative to India durins
MAJOR PROPOsITIONS
the summer.
Lansingh will introduce the two’ Four of the 25 ballot proposi, ambassadors to the audien ce. tions pose major policy questions
SUPREME COURT HEARS i-IT IN’ I %NES
WASHINGTON ’UPI) -The Supreme Court began heating argu- Names of the ambassadors could for the voters
No. U5.. defeated in the June priments yesterday on a series of southern -sit in" convictions with not he obtained.
The program is open to all in- ma vs. would authorize a $270
the ultimate ruling expected to provide a new key decision in the
, million hond isstie for higher eduracial integration controversy.
cation, Both candidates for coverThe Nat anal Association for the Advancement of Colored 13,,
nor support 0
has declared the seven cases from six southern states the mos
No. 4 is aimed at easing taxes
Important since the school desegregation ruling of 1954.
on farm lanci near urban areas as
The states involved are North and South (’at-alma. Maryland,
long as it is primarily used for
Louisiana, Alabama and Georgia.
agricultural purposes
RED CROSS TO INSPECT RED CARGOER
No. 2,1 would ehhetze the state
annual
Camp,
the
Freshman
GENEVA (UPI) The Internaticinal Committee of the Red Cross
said yesterday the Cuban government has agreed to let Red Cross orientation conference for fresh’ Senateby 10 seats. giving Los
inspectors check cargoes of Cuba -bound Communist ships for hidden man and transfer students, will Angeles ColintV five additional
arms.
axon have a new director, accord - , senators and one additional apiece
But the committee warned it cannot assure direct respons.. mg to current camp director Mary ’for San Dice, San Francisco. Ala meda. Orange and Santa Clam
bility for the control action and said this "remains the direct affair of
Fudge.
i.ormunctm
ccounties.and
3
n
by both
the United Nations and the nations concerned.
Interviews for the position w ill
Nixon
BULGARIAN PREMIER PURGED
VIENNA (UPI). Bulgarian Premier Anton Yugov and six other toe held Thursday from 3:30 to 51 No. 24, a proposal ha’ retiring
leading officials were ousted from their government and party p.m., following an application turn- Assemblyman Louis Francis, It.
o in deadline Tlimitala:i nison
i San Mateo, designed to combat
losts yesterday in a major purge announced yesterday toy
The am,
.1., .onference Communists and subversive ac Communist chief Todor Zhivkov.
The Bulgarian telegraph agency said Zhivkov told the Bilig,arian is held at AsSonsii nesr Pavifie tivities. It is opposed by both
Communist Party Com:friss in Sofia the officials were purged for Grove. at the boainnina of the fall gubernatorial candidates on the
semester. The confotenee has beenlgrounds it might he unconstitti"violation of the not-nos of party life and of socialist legility."
held each year since allow 1933,1tional and could deprive citizens
AMERICANS DIE IN %lire NAM
i of their rights
SAIGON, Viet Nam !UPI) ’rwo American Air Force officers Miss Fudge indicated
Qualifications for the positicon,
In the California Senate. elmwere killed vest lay’ when a South Vietnamese air force 1126 crashed
Communist
guershe stated includes prior experi , rently dominated 29-9 by Demoin predawn darkness while strafing and bombing
en,’.’ as either a Freshman Camp "rats. 20 seats are at stake In
rillas near Baker). about 170 miles srnith of Saigon.
An American soldier was killed Sunday at (’en Dust, about 75 counselor or a committee member. , the Assembly. now eontrolled hy
miles south of Saigon. when he tried to protect children from a Com- elear (-college academic standing. Democrats by a 42-32 margin, all
and .in ability to organize.
ISO seats are at stake.
, munist hand grenade tossed outside an American military billet.

Officials Say Two Student
Big Vote Due: Ambassadors
Voting ’Til 7 V
Visit Campus

iEngineer Says County
Must Meet Water Needs

world wire

XIV

DeAnza.
"We need all the people we can
get." YR President Ron Birchard
said yesterday. Birchard asks all
interested students to meet anytime after 2 p.m. at Joe Donovan
headquarters, 1611 E. Santa Clara

SAN FRANCISCO ’UPI, Rich- i loudest political campaigns in the , state’s civil defense preparation,
and M. Nixon and Gas. Edmund state’s history, were working as if are lagging.
1
C;. Brown launched a final drive every vote might be the deciding , Brown replied that Nixon was
1trying to make Democrats appear
for votes yesterday on the eve of one and indeed it might.
While the state has 7.5 million to be less American and less anti California’s crucial gubernatorial
voters and Tuesday’s turnout is Communist than the Republicans.
election.
Brown took off on a border-to- expected to run 5.4 million, many As for civil defense, the governor
border "prop stop" tour of 11 key pollsters and political experts rate contended California is in the
cities shortly after dawn while the Brown-Nixon clash a toss up.. forefront in its planning.
Nixon planned a night television Some predictions are that the fi’The Brown -Nixon contest has
appeal to be carried- in five of nal margin between them may be almost overshadowed some other
only 50.000 votes.
the state’s voting centers.
important contests on Tuesday’s
ACCUSATIONs OF SMEARS
Nixon said Sunday night he
ballot.
would use his 30-minute telecast , In the final weeks of the camSen. Thomas H. Kuchel, GOP
to "take the gloves off and fight , paign, which begin more than a whip, is running for re-election
back against the personal attacks year ago with Nixon’s announce- against state Sen. Richard Richwhich have been made by Brown ment that he would run for gov- ards of Los Angeles Kuchel deernor, Brown and Nixon have feated Richards six years ago by
and his aides."
Brown immediately challenged clashed repeatedly over the is- almost 450,000 sates and again is
Nixon to hold a morning press con- sues of Cuba and communism. the favorite.
ference so the people of Cali- Both sides have accused the other
The Kennedy administration is
fornia will have "at least 24 hours of "smears" and have gone to hoping for Democratic gains in
to
try
to
stop
some
campanic."
court
his
last
minute
to examine
r ’it lifortua’s delegat ion to the
"If Mr. Nixon really has some- paign literat
noose of Representatives. A total
,
t); seats, eight of them new
lost
narrowly
While Nixon, who
thing new to say- which is duif
ago,
en- district,. whose boundaries were
bious at best how can he in the presidency two years
fairness and good conscience wait dossed President Kennedy’s stand drawn by a Democratic legislauntil
. . nine hours before the on Cuba, he argued that Brown tare, are at stake.
aryl the Democrats have not dune
polls open to say it.JOHN BIRCH CANDIDATES
Both candidataes, drawing near enough about the threat of doMain interest in the House conthe end of one of the longest and mestic communism and that the
tests are two Los Angeles districts in which the incumbents
ire members of the John Birch
saciety -- Republicans John H.
Rousselot and Edgar W Hiestand
in the 1st District. where Dem’,
eratic incumbent Clem Miller’s
name will be on the ballot even
though he was killed in an airplane accident last month: and in
!lc’ 38th. where incumbent Demo.gat D. S. Saund is running again
....en though he has been hospitalsed since August in a Washington

students," Dr. DeBey said, "espeFormer Vice-President Richard
cially in the field of science."
Tomorrow’s meeting should get , Nixon handily defeated Gov. Edmore than just a few students in- mund G. (Pat) Brown, 355-199 in
formed with three main speakers la mock gubernatorial election held
and two members of the school recently in the six SJS dorms.
administration scheduled to talk.
Fifty-two per cent of the dorm
Dr. Santord Elberg, graduate men and women cast votes in the
Seventy-three of the students
dean at the University of California, Berkeley, will speak on who voted were undecided.
The trend for Nixon was apparOpportunities in Graduate Stud)’
at UC-Berkeley." Dr. DeBey said ent in all of the individual dorms
he expected Dr. Elberg also to talk except for Allen Hall, which had
GOV. BROWN
on some aspect of the joint doc- a weak 34 per cent turnout and
. . . incumbent
torate program between UC and favored Brown 33-32 with four students undecided.
the state colleges.
Hoover Hall women flocked to
Dr. Conrad Weathers Jr., director
of admissions at USC, will discuss the "polls" 76 per cent strong for
opportunities at that school and the best representation and faDr. William J. Dusel, vice presi- vored Nixon by the widest margin.
dent of SJS, will have "What Col- 94-36 with 22 undecided.
The statistics:
lege Training Should Be" as his
57 per cent
355
Nixon .
subject.
32 per cent
199
Dr. Edward W. Clements of the 1Brown
11 per cent
73
placement service and Don Ryan, Undecided
ssas ,..siste.1 di Santa Cl:
assistant to the dean of students,
627
100 per cent -,..inty this morning at 7 a.m. and
will also give brief remarks about Total
evethe placement service and financial Total votes of 52 per cent of doim Will remain open until 7 this
ning to allow citizens of voting
residents.
assistance, respectively
I age to exercise their traditional
tpolitical prerogative.
Information eoncerning voting
procedures and the location of
polling places can be obtained hi)’
calling the Santa Clara County
Registrar cif Voters.
"We need water and ale must sinking of the ground. He sighted
An exepected heavy turn out imcl
pay whatever is necessary to ob- that the land in the area of the u I,,ng ballot has caused election
tain it," said Milo S. Lacy, speak- Medical Dental building located on Metals to predict late returns.
ing for the Santa Clara County E. Santa Clara St. has subsided
Seventy-eight per cent of the
Floor Control District in a discus- six and a half feet in the past 15 :,14.020 registered voters in Santa
Clara county arr expected to vote
sion yesterady of the water bond years.
’ measure (on today’s ballot.
Aeross the nation, an estimated
Speaking far the opposition tr
Lacy, an engineer for a company the measure was Perry Scott. city NI million Americans will go to the
in Santa Clara, told it sparse audi- manager of Sunnyvale, who stated polls in this off-year election.
ence in E132 that the increase in that although the county needed
Democracy demands that every
population and the addition of new water, the financial plans of the eligible American go to the polls
industries to Santa Clara county bill was inadequate. and that many today. For San Jose State students
has resulted in consumption of cities already have imported water , registered here there are several
area.
more water than can be replen- on their own
ished by rainfall.
He stated that the county is
using about 66,000 acre feet, more
water than is replenished, and
that this causes consolidation and

All French Film
YRs To Assemble
’Featured Classic
Tonight at DeAnza Froincli royalty from
to Clemenreau, will he the subject
FollowingElect ions ,,f tomorrow’s classic film presen-

The SJS Young Republican,
(YR) will participate in the GOP
"Victory Squad" operation this
afternoon, and will wind up the
evening at a party at the Hotel

,
No. 3’

Gubernatorial Election
Drive Climaxes Today

tation at 3:30 in the Concert Hall.
The film, "Royal Affairs in ’ersallies," will he shown a second
time at 7 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The historical drama, created by
Sacha Guitry. was filmed in the
palate of Versailles. The stories
of royal Frenchmen who occupied
the palace for a period of three
hundred years are told.
Dialogue is in French with
English titles.
Guitry considers the film to he
of his best. The production is
probably the most costly ever
made in Fiance.
Starring in the film are Guitry.
Claudette Colbert, Orson Vgelles,
Jean-Pierre Aumont and Edith
Piaf.
Classic film presentations are
open to members of the rolleize
community only. and admission is
free.

New Director
For Frosh Camp

1-417PANTAN DAIL!

Tee,,iny Nov
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Voters Tackle 25 State Propositions Today
lature cannot prohibit wrestling
or 12-round boxing contests.
: Eliminates outmoded
F
provisions and excess verbiage
from constitution while retaining safeguard against legislature
prohibition of these sport s.
Would also free State Athletic
Commission from reliance on
boxing and wrestling funds.
AGAINST: Legislature should
not have complete ocntrol over
terms of the boxing initiative
act. Presumabl y, legislature
could prohibit any boxing match
not of 12 rounds and even make
12-round matches unworkable.

(Continued from Page O

VoteIntelligently
the jubilation of soundtrucks. billboarde and spot
political adxerti-emetits. there cries, the familiar
radio- I
Jr. "Get Out the ote.’
election -time hr
tonotineers liae continualb reminded ua that it is. pa
trioto to tv.i our Soling pri%ilege.
I here is a more important cemeieleration. I his ib
respiiii-ibilitc of tort-% cider to eill14 the issuer and candidate- -o that he nho sole intelligentls.
I
t too often seem to be
for reater %titer tur
ompetition tsith the Communist %orld. There a
geared
rc,eicrs support of itx puppet goceriiment
h.:,
ritut.
aith
per..turnout.
this [actor alone does nut guarantee a just
elec
.
oter totals are important, of course. For one thing, they
indicate the degree of cuter intereet.
But at the -ante t’
each ballot should contain the %oter’s
best effort in Hurler -landing and judging the itsues.
1lit’r
all gixt ephemeral -at -fact
: intelligent
soling wake- a la -ling contribution tit the goserninciit aliichs
T. K.

4.

4 Charter Changes
Up for City Approval
;ind county
propositions, San Jose voters will
consider four proposed changes
to the San Jose City Charter
today.
Proposition A. which would
radically change the procedure
for electing the seven members
of City Council, is the only one
to generate any controversy.
The three other proposals
would make only minor changes
in the charter.
Amendments are adopted by a
simple majority of votes cast on
them.
PROP. A
Provides for numbering of
council seats in future elections,
making them separate and distinct. Candidates could "zero in"
on a particular opponent to challenge. Candidates most votes for
each of seven seats would win.
At present, four councilmen are
chosen in an even-numbered year
and three others two years later
for four-year terms.
Eliminates "lame-duck" councils by permitting newly -elected
councilmen to take seats as soon
as Votes are canvassed
about
eight clays later.
Also switches council elections
to odd -numbered years, necessitating an extension of one year
in the terms of present councilmen.
FOR: Would give voters more
direct control in council elections. Saves the city about
$33,000 each election year. Replaces certain election details
from city charter with portions
of Election Code of the State of
California.
AGAINST: Construed by some
as an effort by seated councilmen to extend their terms of
office. Elections would be dependent upon numbering of candidates on ballot.
PROP. R
Provides that ordinances required to be published prior to
final action be published once,
rather than for two days.
FOR: Would reduce city’s annual publication bill by approximately $13.000.
AGAINST: No opposing argument filed.
PROP. C
Provides that advertisements
for sealed proposals for public
buildings and works, where competitive bidding is required, be
published for three rather than
five consecutive days in a newspaper of general circulation published in the city.
FOR: Would save an estimated
$3.200 per year. Also speeds up
bidding process by several days,
- -

making construction planning
easier.
AGAINST: No opposing argument filed.
PROP. D
Repeals sections of the charter
relating to establishment of a
police court, qualifications of a
police judge and related matters.
FOR: San Jose has not had a
police judge since Jan. 2, 1952.
These sections have been obsolete for more than 10 years.
AGAINST: No opposing argument filed.

SC County
Scrutinizes
Water Bond
Voters will decide the fate of
the controversial Santa Clara
water bond measure today.
The proposed revenue-supported general obligation bonds, totaling $42,050,000 would finance
the construction of a complete
water distribution plant within
the county.
The bonds would be retired by
a user’s pump tax within the
zone of benefit which includes
one-seventh of Palo Alto, most
of Los Gatos, and all of Mountain
View, Los Altos. Los Altos Hills,
Cupertino. Sunnyvale. Santa
Clara, San Jose, Milpitas, Alviso,
Campbell and Saratoga.
In the past months, Sunnyvale
and Milpitas have hotly campaigned against the bond claiming that a 20-year contract with
San Francisco Hetch-Hetchy
supplies most of their water.
Thus, they are not depleting
county supply and should not be
made to pay for the program
they will not need or use.
Proponents of the measure cite
the fact that the county has
already contracted with the state
for 88,000 acre feet of water to
be delivered in 1964. Thus, the
county must have the facilities
ready to receive and distribute
the water when the state is
ready to deliver it.
If the measure is not approved
by a two-thirds majority, a water tax might be an alternative
and far more expensive for the
taxpayer.
It is estimated that the present
proposal would increase the cost
of water to the average resident
user by 121U cents per person
per month, and by approximately
eight cents in communities which
also buy Hetch-Hetchy water.
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directly. Discriminates against
out-of-state veterans.
4AGRICULTURE
Provides that assessor shall
consider no turbos other than
those of agricultural use in assessing land which has been used
exclusively for agriculture for
at least the two previous years.
Provides further that such land
becomes subject to back taxes
if its use is subsequently changed
from exclusive agricultural purposes. Would be subject to
adopt ion of governing board
ordinance.
FOR: Would help save the
state’s best farm lands for agricultural purposes and protect
the farmer from being forced to
sell out.
AGAINST: California’s farm
Income has trebled in the past
two decades. ’Would provide inequitable
protection
among
farmers. Would take away local
tax revenues.
5WORKMEN
Grants legislative power to
provide for award to the state
in the case of accidental death
of an employee without dependents. Such awards may be used
for payment of extra compensation for subsequent injuries beyond the liability of a single
welfare exemption from properemployer.
ty taxation to all or any portion
FOR: Measure recommended
of property leased for a period
by state legislative analyst. Does
of 99 years by non-profit. charnot reduce employee’s rights unitable firms. Subject to approval
der workmen’s compensation,
of county board of supervisors.
guarantees sound financing for
FOR: Corrects a present in"subsequent injury" disabilities
equity by recognizing that 99and relieves burden on general
year leases, especially if accomtaxpayer.
panied by purchase options, are
AGAINST: Would not insubstantially equivalent to outcrease benefits payable to any
right ownership. Public benefits
Injured worker nor decrease
derived from such organizations
taxes, but would increase cost
far outweigh losses of tax reveof most goods and services in
nues. Exemption applies only to
California. Experience in other
value added to property after
states has shown an increase in
effective date of lease.
number and length of court proAGAINST: Could result in inceedings that result.
equitable treatment of welfare
organizations throughout state.
6BOND STATUES
Requires that all bond issues
ambiguously
Amendment
be submitted to people as a bond
phrased.
act or statute rather than con1IHISTORIC AREAS
stitutional amendment. Provides
Provides manner for assessing
that laws creating state indebtreal property containing any hisedness of bond issue shall be aptorical structure within a historic
proved by two-thirds of each
area.
house of the legislature before
FOR: It is desirable to protect
being submitted to people.
and enhance places of historic
FOR: Would make procedures
and aesthetic value.
for bond issues consistent by reAGAINST: Contributes to unquiring a two-thirds vote of both
dermining the property tax base.
houses and the governor’s signaSame result could be achieved
ture.
through statute or zoning ordiAGAINST: Increases power of
nance.
minority power in legislature.
12WIDOWS
Also, governor could block legisProvides that state constitulation.
tion shall not prohibit use of
7--CONsTITCTION
state money or credit to aid
Provides alternative method
widows of wartime veterans in
for partial or total constitutional
acquisition of, or payments for,
revision by allowing legislature
farms and homes.
to propose revision to electorate
FOR: Limiting benefits to
the same way that specific
widows of veterans who have
amendments are now submitted.
filed before death is unfair.
FOR: Constitution drastically
Would permit widows to acquire
in need of systematic overhaul
own homes at reasonable cost.
and
simplification.
Removes
AGAINST: One more concespresent restriction on legislature
sion to an already privileged
to propose substantive rather
group whose needs do not differ
than specific amendment, but
from those of others.
retains requirements of two13COLLEGE LAND
thirds vote in both houses and
Extends nonprofit college tax
referral to voters.
exemption to all grounds where
AGAINST: Legislature is not
buildings are used exclusively for
an appropriate body to revise
education, rather than limiting
constitution. Legislatures are
exemption to 100 acres.
more subject to pressures of the
FOR: Present limitation alday than would be persons
ready hampers growth of several
elected for specific purpose of
independent colleges. Should be
drafting a constitution.
removed to equalize position of
8PROCEDURE
independent college with statePermits legislative bills to be supported colleges.
heard by committees 20 rather
AGAINST: No known opposithan 30 days after introduction
tion.
at a general session. Allows leg14TIDELANDS
islature to take a recess not to
Permits sale. subject to conexceed 10 calendar days, which
ditions imposed by legislature, of
shall n(.t be counted in computtidelands within two miles of
ing duration of general session.
any incorporated city, city and
FOR: Legislature believes that
county, or town reserved to the
20 days are enough to consider
state solely for street purposes
bill. Recess would provide an
when not used and no longer
interval for legislators to discuss
necessary for navigation purbills with constituents.
poses.
AGAINST: A period of 20
FOR: Would permit developdays is not long enough to enment of a large area of industrial
able a legislator to study a bill
land in San Francisco Bay Area.
thoroughly because of the volAGAINST: Leaves much room
ume of legislation introduced at
for conditions legislature might
each session. Would also hinder
impose.
the operations of citizen groups
15APPEALS BOARDS
in presenting their views. The
Permits counties in excess of
ten-day recess would increase
400,000, when authorized by legcosts in the form of additional
islature, to create tax appeals
expense allowances.
boards to perform equalization
9BOND Ft ’ND
functions instead of county board
Authorizes legislature to ere of supervisors.
ate a general obligation bond
FOR: Taxpayers, assessors and
proceeds fund.
equalization boards should have
FOR: Eliminates need for
more opportunity for studying
separate funds, thus simplifying
tax appeals. Would perniit suaccounting and reporting propervisors to spend more time inn
cedures.
numerous other duties.
AGAINST: Trivial change
AGAINST: Taxpayers would
which lengthens ballot.
lose their right to appeal to elected officials. Since supervisors
19WELFARE
Permits legislature to extend
prepare the county budget and

set tax rate, they should have
the responsibility for preserving
the tax base.
16OBSOLETE ITEMS
Amends 32 sections of 12 constitutional articles to eliminate
obsolete and superseded provisions. Also renumbers the sections affected.
FOR: Would reduce by six per
cent already lengthy constitution
and eliminate confusing inconsistencies. Checked by Office of
Legislative Counsel.
AGAINST: No organized opposition, but some believe this
is the wrong approach to much
needed revision. Makes a show
of improvement without attacking the real problems.
17LEGISLATORS
Changes legislator’s salary
from $500 a month to an amount
to be fixed by law, but not to
exceed $834 a month ($10,000
per year). Increases basic monthly retirement allowance in accordance with present retirement
formula.
FOR: In addition to arguments
supporting Proposition 1, retirement rewards for identical periods of legislative service should
be the same
AGAINST: In addition to arguments against Proposition 1,
this measure would increase already generous retirement rewards of all qualifying legislators
regardless of salary. Taxpayers
would bear the costs of increased
annuities to previously retired
legislators.
18ARC APPEALS
Establishes staggered fouryear terms for members of the
Alcoholic Beverage Control Appeals Board rather than serving
at the pleasure of the governor.
Permits consideration of evidence
against department’s decision, as
well as for it. Governor must
have specific cause to remove
board members.
FOR: Recommended unanimously by Senate Fact Finding
Committee on Business and Industry. Would give person appealing a fair and impartial hearing as well as help eliminate
abuses and dishonest practices
under present liquor law. Policy
of fixed terms with removal for
cause only, is sound.
AGAINST: Weakens authority
of director of Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control. State
already has gone too far in giving
such boards additional powers.
Would tie the newly-elected governor’s hands from appointing
new members.
19LOCAL SALARIES
Revises and clarifies law by
providing that all members of a
local plural board with staggered
terms receive salary increase
when one member of the board
becomes eligible for it.
FOR: Corrects a present inequity and hardship of experienced members of a board, council or commission. All members
do the same job, so all should
receive the same salary
AGAINST: Seeks salary readjustments for only certain officials. Present, policy of no salary increase during period of
service should be consistent for
all.
20BOXING, WRESTLING
Delet s present inoperative
provisions of 1924 Initiative Act
governing wrestling and boxing,
but retains provision that legis-

21SUPERIOR COURT
Provides that in a county or
city and county with a population of five million or more (LA
County only), name of unopposed incumbent superior court
judge not appear on primary or
general election ballot and be
declared elected. Specifies procedure to put incumbent’s name
on either ballot if write-in campaigns are contemplated.
FOR: Voter could thus focus
attention on contested offices.
Would economize and speed vote counting process. Helps write-in
campaigns by providing specific
elective process.
AGAINST: Would actually
make it more difficult for voter
to write-in candidates by establishing restrictive time limits for
filing intention to conduct writein campaign.
BBOSTEOPATHS
Restricts licensing power of
State Board of Osteopathic Examiners to renewal of present
licenses.
Transfers several board functions to Medical Examiners
Board. Helps implement merger
of the medical and osteopathic
professions in California.
FOR: No logical reason now
for two separate schools of practice and two state licensing
boards. Patients would retain
right to choose own doctors,
either medical or osteopathic
physicians. Approved by California Medical Association and
California Osteopathic Association.
AGAINST: Would destroy osteopathic profession in California. Public would not know
whether physician had osteopathic or medical training. Osteopathic profession has provided many hospital beds from its
own funds.

MIREAPPORTIONMENT
Establishes and apportions
(10 additionalt senatorial
di,
Wets. Additional districts to
ts.
based on population.
Provide,
for election of all senators
1964, one-half to be elected
every two years thereafter. Re.
ginning in 1970, legislature,
must
reapportion senatorial district
at each decennial federal census
according to population. geo.
graphical area and economic
firutY. Provided that no cuunty
county shall have mole than
sa
districts and no district coruun
more than three counties.
FOR: Senatorial seats
ate
based on area and are highly
out of proportion to population.
A 50-member senate would
be
small enough for extended de.
bate of issues, while still differ,
entiated from Assembly. Avoids
possible federal court fight siker
inequities. Clearly understood
plan.
AGAINST: Past reappw tion
measures have been defer toil by
legislature and electorate. California’s well -established system
of checks and balances would be
destroyed by this measure. In
1961 legislative session, Senate
outscored Assembly on bills of
major municipal inter..,
24SUBVERSIVEs
Defines Communist and subersive organizations and denies
them political party status and
all tax exe:nption. Prohibits
members from holding public
office or employment with state
or public agency. Requires
teachers and other public education employees to an.swer congressional and legislative corn.
mittee inquiries.
FOR: Would give California
the strongest and most effective
anti-subversive law in nation
and would correct present defects in present ineffectual lass.
Real danger of communism requires action. Since they aim at
destroying our system. they are
not entitled to the same rights
and privileges as loyal Americans.
AGAINST: Strikes at freedom
of the mind with fist of patriot.
ism. Not directed at Coriumnists or subversives since there
are already adequate safeguard;
against such persons and groups
Rather, it is aimed at harrassing
and embarrassing individuals
and groups holding differing
viewpoints from those of trarn.
era of this proposal.

Election Lineups
State
GOVERNOR
’Edmund G. (Pat) Brown
Richard M. Nixon, Rep.
Robert L. Wyckoff, Prohibition
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Christopher, Rep.
*Glenn M. Anderson, Dem.
STATEGeorge
SECRETARY OF
* Frank M. Jordan, Rep.
Don Rose Dem.
CONTROLLER
*Alan Cranston, Dem,
Bruce
rV. Reagan Rep.
Frank G. H. Stevens, Prohibition
B
TREASURER
*Bert A. Betts, Dem.
John A Busterud, Rep.
Prohibition.
Leslie E. (Les) Rice,
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Rep
* Stanley Mosk, Dem,
Tom
MEMBER, STATE BOARD OF EQUALl2AT10akNel.
C
First District
*George R. Reilly, Dem,

Congressional
UNITED STATES SENATOR
Darn.
Richards,
’Thomas H. Kuchel, Rep.
i
CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Ninth District
W. Donlon (Don) Edwards, Dem.
Joseph Francis Dono,,an Rep.

State Legislature
18thSENATORIAL DISTRICT
’Clark L. Bradley, Rep.
Robert S. Jordon, Dem.
25th ASSEMBLY DISTRICTRobe
A
Alfred
A. (Al) Alves, Rep.
William F. Stanton Darn,

Schools
STATE SUPERINTENDENTOF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Max Rafferty
Ralph Richardson
*Indicates incumbent

Judicial
It
lasoye
Shouldor teo.following
hN
be elected to th office for the term prescribed
Chief Justice of Supreme Court
Associate Justice of Supreme Court
Associate Justice of Supreme Court
Justice, District Court of Appeal
(1st Appellate District, Division II
Justice, District Court of Appeal
(1st Appellate District, Division I)
Justice, District Court of Appeal
Ist Appellate District, Division III
Presiding Justice, District Court of Appeals
(1st Appellate District, Division III)
Justice. District Court of Appeal
(1st Appellate District, Division III)
Justice, District Court of Appeal
(1st Appellate District, Division III)
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111c JUDIOr Class will hear ix,
ts on the progress of the
Junior -Senior Ball and the Ugly
Man contest ai its meeting this,
alternoon at 3,30 in TH55.
Ron Smith. class president,
"aid, "It’s very important that
otil committee mern:JeiN attend
tialay, since they will be giving

& Faculty
To SJS Students
MONDAY -FRIDAY

Discussion of a Christmas protect is also On the agenda as is a
itrport from the EvalUfftion Committee, which is coordinating its
efforts with the Faculty Committee on the improvement of
ms!ruction
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Old World Charm in Dining
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Music Every Night
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Never Before In Such Breolh.Toliing Splendor
As the Graduating Class of 1963 Proudly Presents

TH 16

La Torres FIRST Yearbook
Spectacular . . .

TH 16
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De or
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"The unleashed power of the atom has changed everything save
our models of thinking and thus we drift toward unparalleled
catastrophe."
From this point twelve writers --psychologists, theologians,
historians take off on the idea of the very real threat of extermination of the human race through nuclear warfare.
Contributors to the book include Thomas Merton, the author
who became a Trappist monk in 1946 and who was ordained to
the priesthood in 1950.

In addition to a penetrating introduction to the book. Father
Merton is also represented with an essay entitled, "Peace: a
Religious Responsibility."
Erich Fromm. German-born psychoanalyst and author, teams
up with Michael Maccoby, social psychologist, for -The Question of
il Defense: A Reply to Herman Kahn."
Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturday Review, since 1939,
writes about "Shelters. Survival and Common Sense. One of the most interesting pieces of writing in the hook is
by Tom Stonier, Ph.D. biologist from Yale and currently research
associate for the Rockefeller Institute of New York.
Other selections in the book include essays on the possibility
of finding a ’cure’ for war, the arms race, psychological challenges
of the nuclear age, and the defense of the West.

The book is by no means pleasant reading. At times it is
terrifying. But it is important reading, and perhaps even essential
reading in this era of missiles and megatons.
For anyone concerned about the future and safety of the
human race, this hook is an absolute must. The book is not optimistic. It is a realistic, unclouded attempt to explain the relationship between human beings and thermonuclear weapons and their use.
Even after the book has been read, Einstein’s words linger on,
vivid and with new meaning.
One can only conclude that if missiles are to be a permanent
part of current and future life, human beings had better let themselves be "guided" by the missals of Father Merton instead.

The San Jose Symphony ushers in its 1962-T13 concert series
this Friday evening at X:3(i in
Civic Auditorium with Irene
Dalis, SJS graduate and worldfamous operatic mezzo soprano,

Music Lit Class
Sets Performance

Ortlinarily the class presents
twt, pet form; nees a week, on
Tuesday and Thursday..

ON

TOWNE’Y

73060
1433 The Alameda

ARATOGA 227,
THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG
With Williem Holden
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’The class is 1001 II’ the dime10,n of Donald Iltenuth, associate IllnIfeeS(11’ of music.
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lege Theater.
"The Three. Bears," a play for
by

Charlotte
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In additioto
or, repeats 4,1 iia
given Friday afternoon at 4
Saturday morning at 10:30 ano.
Satuttlay atterntnin at

children adapted front the chilstory

NEW YORK
,UPII There
are now television sets in :10
million American homes. according to the latest survey by the
’felt’’. union Floreau of Advertising. This mean. that more than
91 per cent of the homes have
sets. Total so!’. In LINN was esti-

Tiekets are now con sale :it
Coillege Theater Box rates.

Thursday alteentsin at 4 in Col-

dren’s

TV by the Millions

of diarna
ner; Kenneth
I no’s,. ass.starit pi.ofessor of
tlrama, lighting director and
tonslit Shepard, costumes.

opening

B.

nAn.vs

wOCCor

-Ole

as guest
Miss Delis, at ISO holds a masters degree from Columbia University. will join the orchestra
under conductor Sandor Salgo
in the Five Wessondonek songs
of Wagner and Fricka’s great
scene Hem the sante composer’s
music drama, "Die Walkuere."
The mezzo soprano has appeared in opera and concert performances around the world. She
is one of the few Americans to
have sun; at the Wagner Summer Festivals in Bayreuth, Germany.
She is also currently a member of both the Metropolitan and
San Francisco Opera Companies.
Also on Ftiday’s concert will
Ise the familiar Beethoven Fifth
Symphony, whose (opening constitutes probably the most famous four notes of music ever
writ ten.
Because of the similarity of
the first four notes to the Morse
Code symbol for "V." the work
was known during the years of
World War II as the "Victory
Symphony."
choreographic
tone
RaVel’s
Item, "La Valse," notoriously
diffittult for both orchestra and
conductor. rounds out the program.
The conewt is open to the
public and there is no admission
eharr,ts.

Chorpenning, is under the 411)011’.
associate

vision of John Kerr,

Readek RAPID READING COUR:f
Begins Wednesday. Nov 7. 7-9 p.
Cee ciao B -/to

professor of drama.
Howard Budwin, senior drama
student, is director.
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Other east members ate Sandra Emery, I.ittle Bettr. :\11:11
Louise Nelson, Middle Hear ail
Joe Lonnon is Big Bear
Filling out the cast
Ahrens, the counies,,
Arise,
the (stunt anti
Trinwith, William.

"WORK
OF
ART"
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This version oil the stie’v fistir
tures the addition f
bear, a young
from the hills who lioe
against the human me -
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ORANGE JULIUS
"

The prtiduction staff includes
W. r1,1111 Johnson. professte.

I

I).

s.

r

Small Julius 15C
Reg. Julius 25c
Julius with Egg 35c

Show Business Vet
Zino Bethune. :
.0,515001d C5/star of "The Nurse- on the CBS
Television Network, is .1 veteran
of 11 years as dancer and actress.

Corner of I st & San Frenando

TOM ( AKLEY
Attorney General

McCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE, AT SACRAMENTO,
CALIFORNIA, ANNOUNCES CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR

($5365 to $6465 Per Annum)

lU in;

ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEES
($4565 to $5540 Per A

9/

McClellan has a continuing requirement for a
large number of Electrical, Electromc, Industrial,
Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineers
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Applications are being accepted from students who will receive their Bachelor’s or Master’s degree by June, 1963
n Procedures Apply
1-0 Required

A recruiting representative will be it the
personal interviews on November 13, 1962

.

011111(orgh. Jur bill (Mil (order. 00(1 jor Ihe perstillfIl

Mir sChruilN. Mid recrire lbe

LOGISTICS SUPPORT
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
BUDGET ADMINISTRATION
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
TECHNICAL SUPPLY SUPPORT
ACCOUNTING
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Administrative trainee positions are
in such fields as the following:

campus

1)1{ kl
ji

for

Consult your placement office for further details and to arrange for interview appointments

-or%

19te Aay 5-twice

ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, INDUSTRIAL, MECHANICAL
AND AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS AND METALLURGIST

FATHER OF THE BRIDE

onion, De

CTION
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Live performances are offered
by the music faculty, advanced
students and Bay Area musicians.
The perfoimanees are open to
aII students whether they are
members of the t’loss or not.

a
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N.., Po ltnii

ELECT

Irene Dalis To Appear
With Symphony Friday

The fa cogram will include a
Mail trio sonata, arranged for
two pianos and a ti011ala by Mn.

)akley. Re

yrl

It’s a rare I.
t has importance, significance and timeliness when it itiipeio
And it’s an even rarer book that is likely
to gain in these areas years after its publication.
Such a Issik is probably -Breakthrough to Peace," twelve views
on the threat of thermonuclear extermination, recently published
by New Directions Paperbacks.
On its back cover the volume has the following
quote from
Albert Einstein:

Pat rick Meierot to, assistant
professor of frillsie and Doris
Meicrotto will play a itrogram
of music for two pianos.

iterud, Re

lards, De m.

The familiar story of Gonlilocks tind the three bears, phis

Missiles or Missals?

One performance is scheduled
by the Survey of Music Literature Class this week en Thursday morning at 11:30 in Convert
Hall.

opher, R

erne%

Fine Arts Editor
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Allen Hauliers Win Trials
For Campus Bike Race
As
SYSt11111.1 es time
riais 26 teams will line up in
his Saturday’s -Little 500" bicycle
: ice with the Allen Hauliers in
he pole position on the S011th
S’arnp, track.
dormitory team took the
txst qualifying time. burning up
!he tiack in 2:35.5 for four laps.
it will be in the pule posicern,. Saturday.
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I- ._isen afternoon there is
i.. .. isi
that I enjoy quite as
.- football." said Walt
mueh
Roberts. a star in both football
and track.
enjoy the contact of the
sport.- he said. Roberts is comparatively small for football but
he doesn’t think of the weight uhf ’flue when he comes up against
lineman In many cases this
Roberts. who weighs 161:
.:,1- has been outweighted by
- much as 100 pounds.
Despite the weight difference.
Roberts has shown his running
-i1ity with kickoff returns of 92
ri 71 yards for touchdowns.

ruing

II

S&N ILUICISCO OULANI
S’ACKAIIENTO
111EMIELEY
SAN JOSE
SAN MATEO POLO MID

CATS IN OUR

--1111.1

that one of the
1, ’
should get the pole
:. the best position. in the
race .- ..m six dorms are von storm:: ’or race
Counting the participants in the
race and the riders, the
will hase mir:c than 100
connected as
e
cet
inc to Tom
will h.. ,
e. ’ Though the Allen Hauliers did The WesIll!7
11.
.11 the jad
lave the best over-all time. none more than .f its riders topped Mike Egan’s ing aspect of the event.
me of 36.2 seconds for one lap.
Parker has been superliath
j’,tan, from Moulder Hall. topped vising the judges, who will COI.E.
I.s closest competitor by one -hall the laps.
, second Jeff London. of Odins.
Handling the concessions is Lin.

:FORMAL
Wpkit
SALES

,

Football Favorite Activity
Of Track and Football Star

$100

MORE TO SEI.ECT FROM

us. PCCK
Bad Salter
Itaprints
for Loa
CY 5.5513

Saniose

lirt130 OK SHOP

GENERAL

Harfield.
One of the biggest jobs is the
: iounds committee. They chalk
Cc lanes and
pit areas. Dwight
\liddleton and Bob Sletten are
indling this committee.

lieetwirts eilipTeditteN 111. tact
tlnit i inall man like himself
,
Otani, to Mae at ,
salt -lose !state. -Nlan3 schools
%soul gist. :tiin a chance it sou
are small." he said.

Programs will include teams an,
.tieir participants’ times and a
..aort history of the race.
There will be men stationed
around the track as judges who
will penalize cyders if necessary.
And if so, two penalty Tape will
be added to a team’s total. Any
flagrant rule violations will result
in penalties.

WALT ROBERTS
dual star

Unbeaten Spikers
Face Tough Test

Rike pointed out that penal’ ass-ill result as poor judgment
riders. Since this is the first race
:. Jose States undefeated
the race will be judged on a cornmon sense bask h.- said. Although cnks country team will get it’s
helmets could toughest test of the year Saturthey are expenday when it meets Stanford. IjSC
::,
Rike
and Cal at Stanford at 10 a.m.
USC should be the only real
Son Jose’s finest independent
mpetitor in the race for the
bakery
spartans. which so far this year
See us for all your bakery needs.
!!ve easily conquered all of their
Wedding cakes, party pastries,
.pponents.
birthday cakes and pies.
Coach Dean Miller’s squad has
:bock, ’,ow campus
Cr’ 2.C22
o den both Stanford and Cal.
.’he Spartans downed Stanford
ss ice, once at the Sacramento
+4,iite Invitational and once at
Sianford. The first tine the score
:1-12 In their second meet
Thy led the Spartans
:
win
----- ^

DYNAMICS

,

DYNAMICS POMONA Is
m’s5 ’es :-.ro wevo:rs

trying

it.

Many ef the players are new’ romer,. he points out. Most of the
’starters weren’t out for spring foot- ,
I ball so that they have only been
practicing together about two and
Ione-half months.
The newcomers must learn the
, San Jose State sN stem before the
, team jells. "We still have a few
:game,. left and we are capable of
winning.- he said. -Although we
can’t have a successful season, we
can have a satisla ing one, if we
act a few more wins."

.
,

The nwst tun games in the
San .lose State schedule still hitough. Saturday the team plays
host to a tough Fresno State
sguad, one of the top ranked
small colleges in the countrs.
trward to playing
’I’m
them bore.- P.,theris said "They
Last
stoiled cur last two seasons
year FSC mset the Spartans to
lower what might have been a 7-3
lecoya. hs

POMONA

After the Fresno game. Stanford
poses another roadblock in the
Spartans’ path.

except.cnal opp3rtr:7 es :n tr.e fs..)howing programs;
0: .AL

Ile readily admits that this has
been a disappointing season for
the players, as well as for the fans.
The main reason that the Spartans are at such a low point, he
said, is the fart that they lost
j some of the better players to the
I pros last year and are now
rebuild.

Ever ’inc looks forward to play in; Stant :rd.- he said "We realls
.
a
highest for that

& Pro;:t.tcrOt1
sys.e-1

I,t the end of the .ea.on the
nit; trat il tti liassali
sitan
teiT 3 :.;:eilie es eta the

MAULER

Hawaii
I Js
Every one
without
se. but I
wants to _ .
wouldn’t feel ae had deserved the
trip unless we had a few wins.-

prime
contractor
advanced TERRIER._

for. . .

Laokinz bark over the season.
01 that Oregon was the
hest team the Spartans faced. "All
!he games scene tough." he said.
He selected Mel Renfro of Ore g. n Bot.ly Santiago of New Mexs. and Charlie Taylor ’if Arizona
:. ate as the finest hacks that b.

Me

MAULER:
re r-7.0

TARTAR:

reY

HILL VIEW

T.... TYPHON:

e REDEYE
- ADVANCED
TERRIER:

10

Golf
Course

car

cry good runner
Sant la-, I,
"Ile hurt us as much as anyone
When football season is i:ser,
the former Compton High ’school
star %% ill start looking lor%%ard
I.. the frail season. Ile is idle
( ouch html 5% inof Om star.

Blg Auto
Insurance Slap Announced
Women aiid nurriad rewn o
21: In 111 Sit 41,yidnd
of SOS (Delwid on currentor
cient dividendl. linui mon 17 J..
25. 1252 low $al ait.dand. or
of 1201.
110/20000 Bodily Inlone LiaL ’
’
Propenty Dainap -d 5C
’a.
Patnnentf. Other coacei
4.
Paibi taie.ge
mfd oncia. twice or Is
yaw. Call or sine. for ’eu
mation to George. U. C. -p,.
Sloi Maple Aireinu,
Senis
REgant 1-1741 Ida, In

ter cinder squad.
In 190l. he won the -dale MO,
school championship in the bia 1
jump. Since coming to San J.k.
he has set a top mark of 24-7.
This year he will get some of liistiffest competition from two members of the SJS squad. Pete Dana
and Lester Bond. Both Bond and
Dana have cleared 24 feet in the
broad jump.
"We all work well together." he
said. "I think that we help each
Mer a lot. Every meet will have
stiff competition for me with Dana
and Bond jumping. I think that
SJS will be capable of taking onetwo -three in the broad jump in
most ..f the meets
al think that all three of liars’ capable of giiinz over 25 feet
Ellis y..ar." Hobert. said. "The
main question %sill Ise which one
can do it consistently."
Winter said that he expects this
will be Roberts banner year in
track. "He will be the ace of the
Ii)!) trio of jumpers in the country. he said. Winter also expect s
Roberts will go to the INCAA
championships this year.
"Roberts is a cool competitor and
a hard worker." he said. "He is a
joy to have around. I wish that we
had a hundred athletes just like
him."
It was San Jose State’s track
rating and the reputation of Winter that brought Roberts to SJS.
"I was thinking rf going to LISC.
hut my grades weren’t high enough
It was suggested that I go to junior
college and then transfer. But I
figured I could accomplish as much
in track if I came to San Jose,
he said.
Roberts thinks that "about 90
per cent cf the track athletes are
drawn to San Jose State by Winter. Ile has a way of creating an
interest in an athlete," he said
"And of course, he is one of the
forenast coaches in the mit: .n.’
sinee coming to San Jose,
Rolvrts said that he has linpro%eil his technique although
his distance hasn’t improved
much oser the pa -t fen sears.
Winter’s coaching hasn’t on I
helped hi. jumping. hilt "it has
helped me toe learn to run in
football." he claims.
nz forward to the
1.
-.- .
Ira, s s-ason and is hoping that he
will be able to rzturn to the NCAA
championships. "Although I didn’t
plane last year. I got good experience that will help me this year.
he said.
He has definite ideas about jumping techniques and the capabilities
of competitors to rise to new
heights in broad jumping.
"I don’t think that the world
record has gone as far as it will.
it can he improved." he said. "I
don t know a h.. will impInve it
but I am sure it ran be done

DOTTIE’S
Sandwiches

Delicious
Sandwiches

2 for 25’
cy-

15c Each
Sandwiches on

French

ra

CI (,(;INOS*
PIZZA

Perfect for that
10 p.m. study br,,,
16

Delicious Selections
Cbeese
Onion

Bell Pepper
Anchovie
Pepperoni
Salami
Mushroom
Italian Sausage
Linguisa
Mushroom & Salami
Mushroom & Lingu’so
Mushroom & Pepeo--’
Nlusroom &

Sat,sac--

Garlic & Sausage.
Bell Pepper & Oncr
Cugginosl Special

Call
CY 2-8119
for delivery
or
Come in
to

Stanford Tickets
-,Turient
tickets ton the SJS-, nford football game are on sale
THlef Students must pay $1
n presentation of an ASB card
a game ticket. Tickets will
:az through Wednesdea. N .

CI 1:1;11\0*
862 N. 13th Si.
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Positions are open far Bath. .r..
in the fields of Eieetronic.,. A- CS
’Y
COMPUTER

...

7 .,t0MODYNAM’CS
AMC
hi,SS,LE SYS,FM ANALYSIS
FUGNT ANALYSIS
FIELD

FOREMOST
San Jos e? ’s Oldest and Finest
ssl
Public Golf Course
C,PFERS SAN JOSE STATE

CS
NITTINO
.:ta.

ICE CR.E.A.M
IN THE NEW
FLAVOR -RITE

CARTONS!
FOREMOST

Mceday th’e

PROGRAMMING
PHYSICS
STRESS AND WEiGmys
MiCROWAVE
RADAR OPTICS
TEST EQUIPMENT
CO-,OLS
mANUFACTUUNG ENGINEERiNG IE )

PAR 72
Grass Greens
& Fairways

.

-’

..

.

r

Cab Mouse &
Locker Rooms
Putting Greens
ice S-ack B.s

it
Pt-’;,, .

GENERAL

STUDENTS & FACULTY

SPECIAL
GOLF RATES
GREEN FEE
$1.00

S_:%Ie is ’.exlc’e

qnr1 Doctorate ermdidates
. M. h,inzes and Ph)sks.
:NAPA

CE

Ess ress E

DYNAMiL=5

POW! DNA

(1111111111 )

g3

HILLVIEW
Golf Course
f Member Spartan FaunclaCon)
T
,
E..,sr San Jose
CL 1-4120
...C.C.C.COGOCOOrrsarware.

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
400

N.

25c

Tasty Frosties
Smooth Shakes

I st

Street

pcd.iv tine

:y
tar
mutt
oyx,
so no
It 17 piir
Min ander
not
xlItty g
it Mtn n,
I at con,.
$ con be
r
Ill i-,:ampa.
I

onto

vv’ ’v
FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
.’

Golf Course

I

FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
i(JfH 2. TULLY ROAD
a Holideyi e.,cii,dedl
UtilnartrIMMYrn

A

TYPEWRITER
Special Siutleat

.
,
SPRAINED KNEEHalfback Jerry Collett, shown in a recent
game against Idaho, will’ miss Saturday’s contest due to a
sprained knee he received in the UOP game Saturday. Collett
was injured on the first play he ran on a kickoff return.

iitoht.s

3 mos. $18

:h
25c

ISE OUR "REM
10 OWN PLAN"
/./st/f/teey,y

buSINE,, NincoiNES
Anir, OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Third & San Fernando

hies
ikes

OS’

3
that
break!
Oections

Enjoy
Howard’s

FINE FOODS
"Where the servings
are larg
and the prices
are right.’
Crystal

Creamery

COFFEE SHOP
7t1, and Santa Clara

San Jose

,,//rderri.orry,,oririr,,,,,,,,,,or

San Jose S..11 f’s

119
very

in

*

*

*

Football Statistics

hot an!

’all. the SN,rtans ’ii in to action
TOTALS
33 93 66
27
0.8
ontorross night :it 7:30 against
the California Golden Bears in the UOP
TCB Yds YL Net Avg
12 4’,
0
5
Jornia League crown by easily local pool in an important conYcungblood
20 63
5
’dunking San Francisco State, 11-3, ference fray.
Kutzer
12 03
8
55
4 ’
! in the Gator pool Friday.
3 11
I.,
I I
.1
In an early season meeting the lsetti .
55
Hair
I
C
0
C.
Coach Lee Walion’s Spartans Bears upset SJS, 10-7.
I
’
Henander
U
6
C
Zlexperienced one of their coolest
Foothill College. will get an op- Segueira
5 15
1
14
2.6
:shooting ga nes of the season Sat- portunity to avenge
5 ICJ I I
0.1
an early sea- Sperrcw
urday, as they were on the short son loss Friday
2
I
2
when it invades Amp
lend of a 10-2 non-league decision the Spartan pool at 7:30
p.m.
TOTALS
61 209 34
175
2.8
Vt.i.t.iinst Stanford at Palo Alto,
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS PASSING
’t tie Spartahabes didn’t fare
5.15
Att Cp Int Yd’, TO Pot
.iti better, dropping a 9-5 con Carter
to the Stanford yearlings,
UOP
Att Cp Int Yr,
It, 7
I
I-. it was their first
A
4
end
they
still
lead
the
’
2 i
tentice with a 7-1 log.
TOTALS
12 0 105 0 .045
22
Jim Monsees, San Jose’s superPASS RECEIVING
.: !alive lefty, was high gualmak.,
No Yd s TO,
SJS
No Yds TD UOP
Z. with four, while Jim Baugh mid
1 2.
t; Jim Spear added two apiece.
D. Jc.hnsr, 4 12
Cadile
The Spartans shot out to n
Fraternity league standings have
s quick 4-1 lead in the first penal
and were never threatened by Ihe now been narrowed to four teams
Ma,had I
outmanned Gator seven. By Halt- and may finally be straightened
t
s; time the locals widened the gap out.
Totals
6 154 2 Totak 12 105 I.
Zz!to
Phi Sigs took sole possession of
sZ
In the preliminary game the
first place as a result of their win
Zs SJS junior varsity exploded for a
triumph over the SFS JV’s. over ATO Friday. Gary Pyle
,:129-1
Now 2-1 in league and 8-5 over- passed to Dick McMillan for the

’ water polo unit remained in owls
.
tentum
for the Northern Cali-

Fraternities
Narrow Loop
Grid Marks

25 SCHOOL DAYS
UNTIL CHRISTMAS
Avoid disappointment . . .
Make Your Holiday Travel
Plans NOW!
If you’ve ever been caught just before a holiday with no travel
reservations you know the value of this advice. So don’t get
caught again, let HOWARD NELSON’S TRAVEL ADVISORS
make your reservations for you today . . . it costs no more to
make travel reservations in advance.
CALL CY 7-2121
/10/ Card

Nelson’s

TRAvEL ADvisoRs
24 EAST SAN FERNANDO
SAN JOSE, CALIF.
-Just Two Blocks West of the S.J.S. Library"

111

By JOHN HENRY
As the fortunes of the San Jose’
State Spartan !withali squad look
a turn for the better last SaturdaN
in Stockton, it also brought SJS
bad blow. Scatback Jerry Collett.,
was injured earIN in the first guarter and will he li.st for the clash
with Fresno State Sat urdw , according to Dr. Gordon Helsles the
team’s physician.
The loss of Collett leak’,
Spartans with only two able-hoiti...,

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING
SJS
TCB ’I’d, YL Net Avg
J. Johnson
16 68
1
0
42
Roberts
9 2I 17-20
Carter
2
0 24 24 IV,
H. Engel
4
9
0
9
22
4
7
0
Dc,slak
7
I Colletto
I
2
0
2
2
Team
I
0 20 20 2C

:Spartan Water Poloists
:Trounce San Francisco

only

Salami
Lingu:sa
PeppercSausage
age
Onion
cial

%ITT

’

Scatback Will Miss Game
Against Bulldog Grid Squad

50c

RENT

Z5(

tlITtN

Collett Injures Knee in Pacific Contest
0101stiestaitailaIseailaikesos

is
les

g 1,1171

score of

the day

and

right -halfbacks Walt Robet ts and were rated fifth and sixth in th.
I nation’s kickoff return stati-’
The injurs oreurred after Pa- I
"After seven weeks of frucific had scared it’, 111,4 t
lion, disappointment and MMIE
don
less thins live tiiiHutp into pretty sound whippings, this chit,
the firut quarter.
never quit.- said Titchenal. ’’A
Collett took
the kickoff from lesser group might have lot
Seardina of UOP on his own when Pacific blocked that pun:
lour-yard line and returned it to went in to score in the op..
the ’27. He was met at the 27 by minutes. But, actually, we tool.
tI, ree Tigers who brought him game to them after II,.
Avn,
haven’t hit harder taeki.
lie was helped from the field and blocking
the Cu..
in’t return for the rest of the
The Spart.iiis had many heroes
me. Dr. Helsley said that he outin the Kalil,. 1 II,’ passing fit Rand
ied a badly sprained knee.
Carter,
completed six passes
The knee injury wouldn’t stop
for 151
ands, st as 0114. it the
a lineman from playing. but all
highlighte of the game.
Collett has is his speed to get
Dave Johnson proved Ii, he anby on.
other of the heroes as he eatil !
Later in the game Hubert. passes of 44 and 53 yards for to,ii
aus helped off the field after a
hard tackle. Ile didn’t nit 11r0
until the final minutes of the
EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
game. Modal: titis ed almost all
CLEANING & DYEING
Iii,’ wet/Ind-halt until Roberts reFor Quick Dependable
turned.
Service Come to
The loss of both Roberts am’
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
t’ollet to left the Spartans without
43 E. Santa Clara
their regular punt and kickoff return team for the second halt
against UOP.
U.s.T.),,I.;,),kity’._
.
Coach Bob Titchenal used Cass
Jackson and Pete Demos at the
deep positions, but they couldn’t
make up for the loss of Robert
:Ind Collett(’ who, until last week

DESK LAMPS

THRIFTY
STUDENTS
PURITAN OIL CO.
Just a Few Blocks front Campus

,.7..11) and

up

5

4th & William - 6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

Phi

PiKA kept pace with Phi Sigs
.,:h a 7-0 shutout oer DU Fri:
Bob Graham had his usual
...oil day and threw one touch .i.1,11 pass to George Buck good
r- 0;0 yards and a score. Graham
...clpleted the point -after to his
Iuother, Tom.
The top game today could easily
t me the PiKA-Lambda Chi battle.
If Lamlxla Chi plays as it did
against DU when Lambda Chi
noset DU. then a PiKA loss could
mean the Phi Sigs could wrap up
the league crown in the next two
,:ames with no trouble.
Today Phi Sigs play DSP, a
learn low in the standings, but one
that could pull an upset.

4To provide just the righ+,!.=D quality light for your individ-t.,
4ual needs when studying.

Cut Your Gasoline Costs
By Buying a Major Brand
Gasoline at Discount Prices

Sigs won, 6-0.
The fraternity now has a 7-2
recmyl and PiKA has a 6-1 mark,
hot also has two ties to blemish
Is record. SAE trails with six
..vins, two losses and one tie. ATO
is nearly out of the race with a
6-3-1 season mark.

Many Styles
to choose from

234 So.2nd.CY5-751:i5i

aurarmtm,-.:

et Lucky

Play "Crazy Questions"
50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW, HERE’S HOW:

up with
question for it, and you’ve done a
"Crazy Question." It’s the easy new way for students to
make loot. Study the examples below, then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address, college and class,
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries submitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
$25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!
First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come

a nutty, surprising

rTHE

RULES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. w,lI iudge entries on the basis of
Appropriateness (up
clarity and freshness (up humor (up to
. es .11 be awarded
to ’A), and their decisions will be final. 0f.t.
’’hi’ entrants and
in the event of ties. Entries must be the or qg.n
be 50 awards
must be submitted in the entrant’s own earn,- -ng each rccrt,
every month. October through April. Entries rece....,
Jed after
will be considered for that month’s awards. Any net,.
f The Arne,.’
30. 1963, will not be eligible, and all become the prop, ,
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the contest, except employees of The American Tobacco Company. its aclVerti5ing agTnEms and
be
Reuben H. Donnelley. and relatives of the said employees
notified by mail. Contest subject to all federal, state. and

NEW
LOCATION:

11

THE

THE ANSWER:

ANSWER:

Aftcr thc c.11
is ver

THE NIMK
OF DIAMONDS

5280 feet

iaDA08

OA,[..T!

axisuad
xa Ism 344 Si leum :NOU.S3116 3141

slio8 944 jo AJOSSG3DE XUflJJ
-uin 343 /Cow u3t1Mia:NOulgiS31103
e 112

3Hjldi
a

11ORSELESS

Reinlampf
iXessAue
cm idwP4
The

3504OA

:Nolis3nO

i3Je3 umeipleog
3H1

r

004 pi nOM 4P1-1M

itsiiteipod aBeiane aql fOa1,1
Deid ato Si &lel MOH :Nolisano 3H1
THI. ANSWLR

THE ANSWER

THE ANSWER:

:NOLLS3nO 3H1

Do?i’t fire 2011? you see
t4e1.0ites of axle eyes
itmati Wind e teft03 Xem isaq aut
Irdm ’a2.P5 APS :N011S31105 3141

answer is:

et Luc

the taste to start with.. .the taste to stay With
GREAT BETWEEN COURSES!

Get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by Coca-Cola Bottling Company of San J0141

7

ANSWER:

The question is: IF SOCRATES WERE ALIVE TODAY, WHAT WOULD HE ADVISE
SMOKERS? Good, smart advice. Of course it makes sense to enjoy the fine tobacco taste of Lucky Strike. This taste is the best reason to start with Luckies
. .. the big reason Lucky smokers stay Lucky smokers. And this same taste
what makes Lucky Strike the favorite regular cigarette of college students
Try it today.
Fnuduul oj

LUCKY
STRIKE
z..tAkff
is Our Midair nun..

6-SPARTAN DAILY
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Spartaguide

Marines Land Job Interviews
Here Today
A Marine Corps Officer Selection Team is on campus today to
explain the opportunities available
for officer commissions.
Interviews will be conducted by
Maj. John W. Parchen and Capt.
R.

D.

Ross

at

the Outer Quad

from 10 am. to 3 p.m.
Both aviation
programs will

and

line officer

be explained.

A

training program for qualified
freshmen, sophomores and juniors
it

conducted

under

the

Platoon

Leaders Class.
No military clases or drills are
required by the PLC or the PLC
Aviation program during the school
y’ear.

Protestant Ecustsenii ..1
-.octal Attain. Committee, meet thoi
luncheon, St. Pau.C1116-4, 3:30 p.m.
, Church, 10th and San StilvatIol
tt.,,,eri’s Recreation Associati0111,
Appointments should be made on !Streets, 12:30 p.m.
\VG patio, 3:30 pin.
Tuesdays. one week previous to
Associated W 00000 en St uden t
1111111.10% Recreation Association.
!interviews, at the Placement Of- meeting, AWS
0060,s.. hold. 4.30 p m.
Lounge. 3:30 p.m.
fice, Adm234.
Lutheran Student Association.
orchesis, dance, WGIO, 7 Rm.
INOV. 13, TUESDAY:
meeting. Campus Christian Cenci
Ernst and Ernst: Accounting 300 S. 10th St 7 p.m.
75
;
Sid Club, meeting,
.
5sser
majors
Petrel:tilt: Mechanical engineer- p m.
Spartan Spears, initiation of Ili
ing majors.
members and meeting. Mem, . .
Leeds Shoe Store: I3usiness and
Chapel. 630 Rm.
lhiggiand. a,sistant to the
merchandising majors.
G e rut an Club. meeting with president of Hart’s department
McClellan Air Force Base: Elec- films. C11235. 7 p.m
stores, will speak at tonight’s meettrical engineering, industrial enChristian science Organization, mg of the American Marketing As gineering, aeronautical engineering. meeting, Memorial Chapel. 7:30
social ion, to be held at the Garden
mechanical engineering majors.
Rm.
, City Hof brau.
Security First National: AcSi omen’s Reel’s-mi.!) .Ssemelistion.
Hagglancl will discuss problems
counting, business administration. competitive
\VG pool. relating to department store mereconomics and finance majors.
4:50 pa.
chandising.
Women’s Beer...trice 0.-iciation,
Dinner begins at 7 p.m.
synchronized
7 pot
OFFSHORE WELLS COSTLY
tom min.’) 1111.s.i,ii 1.1111i
NEW YORK I 1.1PI1-It costs
Dr. Carl Eklund. a polar exin average of $385.700 to drill an
plorer, scientist and lecturer who jot’s. , ..4 I

TI-155.Exec To Add
Marketing Group

Officer Selector
From Air Force
On Campus Today

Private inurnment services were
held Wednesday for Marion Owen
Capt. Burl J. Weaver, Air Force Atkinson, 64, journalism instructor
Selection Representative, will visit at SJS from 1949 to 1951.
Atkinson died last Monday in a
the campus today and tomorrow
after a long
to discuss the Air Force Officer Palo Alto hospital
illness.
Training School program with inBorn in Missouri, Atkinson did
terested students.
his graduate work at Columbia
Captain Weaver will be avail- University Navy School of Public
able from 9:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Relations after earning his B.A.
in the Placement Office, Adrn234, degree in journalism at the University of Missouri.
for personal or small group interHe was a member of the Screen
views.
Appointments may be arranged
through the placement service office, CY 4-6414, Ext. 2034.

SJS Lecturer

spoke on the International Goe- TOMORROW:
The Marine Corps also offers of- physical Year at San Jose State:
Society for ti o
ficer candidate courses for seniors Oct. 22, died of a heart attack Slanagenient.
.ind college graduates.
In Philadelphia Sunday.
6:30 p.m

Oils an

1.1:11

)

Former Instructor Dies;
Initiated PR Program

Although he is here primarily
to

discuss

the

Officer Training

Manager To Spea
At SAM Meeting

At
also wrote radio,
speech material, booklets and
advertising copy.
The first course at San
Jose
State in the field of public
relit.
tions was started and taught
by
Atkinson in 1950. He also taught
courses in magazine article writ.
ing from 1949 until he suffered
a
stroke in 1951 and was disabled.

USED CAR CORNER
’62 Monza Coupe
$2199
4 -Speed
’62 Thuderbjrd Hardtop
$4299
Full Power
’56 Chevrolet Hardtop
$ 999
V-8, Stick Shift
’53 Chevrolet Bel Air
$ 399
Hardtop. Stick

Robert SA’earanga, assistant
plant manager for Continental Can
will
also
be
prepared
to
answer
(shore oil well compared to $52,Co., is scheduled to address to1110 for an oil well on land, the questions concerning the various
morrow night’s Society for the Adother
commissioning
programs
ofAmerican Petroleum Institute esvancement of Management meetfered
by
the
Air
Force.
timates.
ing at the Gamlen City Hofbrati.
School Program, Captain Weaver

Social hour will begin at 6:30
p.m. Dinner starts at 7.
All members who wish to attend
the dinner must sign up on the
bulletin board outside TH116 today.

Here It Is!

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER’
COMPLETE ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBERS OF ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY"

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS
(Class OF ’51)
1199 S. First St.
CY 27081

Spartanaity
CLASSIFIEDS

ACTUAL SIZE!

6tustot 4‘

Writers’ G u i lii, the Authors.
League of America and
the At.
thors’ Guild. He had more
than
600 stories, articles and
serials
published in national
magazines,
and wrote the movie, "Mule
Team"
for MGM.

a 10,i.ti

Reliable woman student to live in
FOR SALE
bus. Room, board and salary. Nona
Regular 29.9, Ethyl 31.9 major brand CY 5-9041 for appointment.
gasoline, Puritan Oil Co. 4th and Wil
iams, 6th and Keys. 10th and Taylor. Male hasher for dinner. Call alio; sJr.
CY 7-9963.
’60 Renault Caravelle. 25-30 mpg. Re.
moo. isrdtp. naugh int. Best off. YO 7- Male student, exper. breakfast cool.
Salary open. After 6 at 43 S i41s
8807 ((attn. View) after 9 p.m.

tort

Chiiv. 2 dr. hdtp. R/H. ww clean.. Wanted: Babysitter: Mvnd,, Fday,
5525/offer. John. 5:30-7:00, 143 N. 8 6:00.10:30 p.m. Cal’ 292.9570
No. 9,
Experienced Bass 8. Drummer
Desk, 321142, oak. Good cond. 3 side ,77.P --mbo. CY 3-6542.
d"awers. CY 5.5049. p.m.
Needed: Ma’e roommate. 540 --. 375
dot. No. 4, CY 4 -As&
Ham-rn Rotator, never used. $85.00.
CL 1.2088.
Ride wanted ’o Eugene. Ore. Ncy. 9.
- 27-3447,
’63 Ford V8 4-door. radio, ht. 253-2224
after 6. Reasonable.
Roommate wanted. girl - L’-arp. apt.
Vargo 10-spd. bike, new cond. Spanish 523 S. 741. $35. Phone 29t.5634
-guitar. $65. Rich Schietter, CY 4.6019.
HELP WANTED
’65 Austin Healey, 4 cyls., 0.11. whitewalls. eye. cond. 2.10 p.m., BA 5-4050. Hasher wanted. Small sa:try 270-7720.
_
Meals
Hallicrafters SAN radio broadcast to 44 Boys, to help in boarding
r .s $2500 a month. 295-7270
rno: 4 bends. $50. 25:4.997.
Alfa Romeo, 1958 Spvder. 140-cc.
overhaul, balanced, good top, clean
$1450.00. AX 6.5637. eve.

Wanted: Chemistry tutor f-, a j, lr
- -11 junior. Phone CH 3.7347

pat
Fabulous unlimited oppor_^
- e col age g:rls with V yor
1-’1 cosmetics endorsed by Hrty o’ Make -Up Artis’s E.,,esse
‘re., " 2,2-4720
Underwood standard typewriter, in good - - nn -n
- eondition. $70. Phone 293.0783.
SERVICES
4 Approved apt. contracts. call 293-6240
248.
Auto insurance for s
after S.
St.
2470. Chet Bailey In !,,5
1951 Triumph TRIp. Good condition. Will
Ra:Typing -thesis, tefsacrifice.
;
Portable Sm417-Coarapnrne.- Thirty dollars
Free
Viviane
Woodard
Phone CY
.
App. apt. 0)0r/oat for sale. Sc’
"
151 S. 13th. ap. 9 Jim,
Ford VI 1966, clean. $375. CY 7-2237
4:30.7:30 p.m.

Typing

RENTALS
622.50 month. Furnished room nr. SJS
Piped heat. Kitchen. CY 2-1327.
Approved apt. contract. $225 sp...
6 girl, 3 bedrm. Lynn Hall. CY 9 737’

all kinds

.

LOST AND FOUND
Found,

Porn. Rooms. Male stvdent Kit. 4 .
$10.$15. No drinking. No Smoking, CY
3.3088.

Lost

Bachelor, apt for 2 men - elect. kit
$80. CY 8.1588. 617. S. 9th St.

Ride to l< ems- ;
N
Thanksgiv

Comp. furn, apt. 2.br. Girls only. Auto
wesh. inc. 444 S. 54.
WANTED
Roommate wanted - girl. $33 month
292,3454.

-19

".7-

TRANSPORTATION

MISCELLANEOUS
Dress making alterations. Cy 59326. 456
:a- Jose.
7.- ‘
Let’s get together and
264.9n.

EASY -ORDER ADVERTISING!
To place an classified ad, just fill out and clip this
EASY -ORDER ADVERTISING form. Send with check
or money order to Student Affairs Office TH 16, San
Jose State College, Son Jose, California.
Check One:
Personals
Lost & Found
7 Transportation

For Sale
n Rentals
E Miscellaneous

Help Wonted
Services

Please Print:

new low price

50c

(Count 33 Letters and Spares for Each 1,,v)
Line
m,n
e2ehiAddiliie:;1
20e Each

25c First lasertion
(2 -Line Minimum)

Run Ad For

Starting Data

Spartan Bookstore
"Right On Campus

Enclosed $

Check No.

D.,y+

-

Name
Address
City

_

Phon.

For display advertising rates, call
2081, from 1:20 to 4:20, Monday

Ext.
CY 4-6414,
through Friday.

